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Finite Jest
An algorithmic entertainment

(back to text)
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The irony was that the Wayne-dosing had been a total

accident and in no way Pemulis's deal, if anybody's Troeltsch's,

but the cortex couldn't nail down any way to get this across

without admitting to possession of a 'drine, which given the
shaky

pharmaceutical

ground

since

the

Eschaton

and

O.N.A.N.T.A. urologist would be tantamount to Clippertonizing
himself.

Based on a story by David Foster Wallace

(back to text)

a. Educational Testing Service Inc., Princeton NJ.

face at the glass door over the deck, palms out and thumbs

together to make a frame, and Mario my other brother next to
him as usual down around his knee, with Mario's face all
squished against the glass from supporting his weight, their
breath on the window spreading, Hal inside the string finally and
trying to follow her, crying, and not impossibly I also crying a

little, just from the infectious stress, and those two through the
back door's glass just watching, and fucking Booboo also trying
to make that frame with his hands,
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Poor Yorick Entertainment Unlimited.
Poor Yorick Entertainment Unlimited.
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; 99 minutes(?); black and white; silent.
Hydrolysis is the metabolic process by which organic

cocaine's

broken

down

into

benzoylecgonine,

methanol,

ecgonine, and benzoic acid, and one reason not everybody is
wired to enjoy Crosbulation is that the process is essentially toxic

and can yield unpleasant neurosomatic fallout in certain systems:

e.g. in Don Gately's neurosystem, spider angiomas and a tendency
to pluck at the skin on the backs of his hands, due to which

tendency he's always loathed and hated coke and most cokeheads;

No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by
any electronic or mechanical means, including information

storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing from
the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages
in a review.

in Bruce Green's system, binocular nystagmus and a walloping
depression even while the coke-high's still on that accounts for
the tendency toward fits of weeping with his nystagmic face

hidden in the crook of his big right arm; in Ken Erdedy an
unstoppable rhinorrhagia that sent him to the Emergency Room
both

times

he

ever

did

cocaine;

in

Kate

Gompert

Any apparent similarity to real persons is not intended by
the author and is either a coincidence or the product of your own
troubled imagination.

blepharospecticity and now instant cerebral hemorrhage because

she's on Parnate, an M.A.O.-inhibiting antidepressant; in Emil
Minty a ballism so out-of-control he snorted Bing only once.
she kept screaming, running in tight little right-faces just

inside this perfect box of string, and I'm seeing The Mad Stork's

only, Alcoholics Anonymous in Boston, Massachusetts also
has Open Meetings, where pretty much anybody who's interested
can come and listen, take notes, pester people with questions, etc.
Hachette Book Group

Cosgrove Watt, using subway tokens as the ante, and Mario'd

2

been sent dashing out to get another roll of tokens from the
1 APRIL -- YEAR OF THE TUCKS MEDICATED PAD

nearest station, which because of a dumpsterfire near the

entrance to the Arlington St. station turned out to be Park Street,
and Mario, being alone and only fourteen and largely clueless

9

MAY

--

UNDERGARMENT

YEAR

OF

THE

DEPEND

ADULT

about anti-stem defensive strategies outside T-stations, had had

no one worldly or adult along with him there to explain to him
why the request of men with outstretched hands for a simple

handshake or High Five shouldn't automatically be honored and
YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT UNDERGARMENT

granted, and Mario had extended his clawlike hand and touched
and heartily shaken Loach's own fuliginous hand, which led
through a convoluted but kind of heartwarming and faith-

YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT UNDERGARMENT

YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT UNDERGARMENT

30

APRIL

--

UNDERGARMENT

YEAR

OF

THE

DEPEND

ADULT

reaffirming series of circumstances to B. Loach, even w/o an
official B.A., being given an Asst.

B.S. Latrodectus Mactans Productions.
B.S. Latrodectus Mactans Productions.
B.S. Latrodectus Mactans Productions.

thus started to fall in with the absolute silt at the very bottom of
the metro Boston socioeconomic duck-pond.

3

And then what happened with the spiritually infirm older

YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT UNDERGARMENT

brother and whither he fared and what happened with his

vocation never gets resolved in the E.T.A. Loach-story, because
now the focus becomes all Loach and how he was close to
forgetting -- after all these months of revulsion from citizens and
his getting any kind of nurturing or empathic treatment only

7

NOVEMBER

UNDERGARMENT

YEAR

OF

THE

DEPEND

ADULT

from homeless and addicted stem-artists -- what a shower or
washing machine or a ligamental manipulation even were, much

less career-ambitions or a basically upbeat view of indwelling
human goodness, and in fact Barry Loach was dangerously close

6

NOVEMBER

YEAR

OF

THE

DEPEND

ADULT

UNDERGARMENT

to disappearing forever into the fringes and dregs of metro

Boston street life and spending his whole adult life homeless and

louse-ridden and stemming in the Boston Common and drinking

7 NOVEMBER -- YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT

UNDERGARMENT

out of brown paper bags, when along toward the end of the ninth

month of the Challenge, his appeal -- and actually also the
appeals of the other dozen or so cynical stem-artists right
alongside Loach, all begging for one touch of a human hand and

8

NOVEMBER

YEAR

OF

THE

DEPEND

ADULT

UNDERGARMENT
INTERDEPENDENCE DAY GAUDEAMUS IGITUR

holding their hands out -- when all these appeals were taken
literally and responded to with a warm handshake -- which only
the more severely intoxicated stemmers didn't recoil from the

profferer of, plus Loach -- by E.T.A.'s own Mario Incandenza,
who'd been sent dashing out from the Back Bay co-op where his
father was filming something that involved actors dressed up as

God and the Devil playing poker with Tarot cards for the soul of

4
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Also by David Foster Wallace

They believe, though not too vocally, that so-called difficult

books can exist next to, can even rub bindings suggestively with,
more welcoming fiction.

Barry L. refused to concede defeat and misanthropy, and the

Challenge dragged on week after week, and the older brother got
bored eventually and stopped coming and went back to his room

and waited for the St. John's Seminary administration to give him
his walking papers, and Barry Loach had to take Incompletes in

the semester's Training courses, and got canned from his work-

A Wallace reader gets the impression of being in a room with

study job for not showing up, and he went through weeks and

about to push it too far, to try our patience with too much detail,

interpreted his appeal for contact as a request for cash and

a very talkative and brilliant uncle or cousin who, just when he's
has the good sense to throw in a good lowbrow joke.

But Wallace is a different sort of madman, one in full control
of his tools, one who instead of teetering on the edge of this

precipice or that, under the influence of drugs or alcohol, seems
to be heading ever-inward, into the depths of memory and the
relentless conjuring of a certain time and place in a way that

evokes -- it seems so wrong to type this name but then again, so
right!

It's to be expected that the average age of the new Infinite
Jest reader would be about twenty-five.

then months of personal spiritual crisis as passerby after passerby
substituted abstract loose change for genuine fleshly contact; and
some of the T-station's other disreputable stem-artists became
intrigued by Barry's pitch -- to say nothing of his net receipts --

and started themselves to take up the cry of 'Touch me, please,
please, someone!,' which of course further compromised Barry
Loach's chances of getting some citizen to interpret his request
literally and lay hands on him in a compassionate and human

way; and Loach's own soul began to sprout little fungal patches of
necrotic rot, and his upbeat view of the so-called normal and
respectable human race began to undergo dark revision; and

when the other scuzzy and shunned stem-artists of the downtown
district treated him as a compadre and spoke to him in a collegial

way and offered him warming drinks from brown-bagged bottles
he felt too disillusioned and coldly alone to be able to refuse, and

Farberware, able even to decoct usable concentrations of
tetrahydrofruan from PVC Pipe Cleaner -- which at that time

5

best of British luck ordering tetrahydrofruan from any chemical

company in the 48 contigs/6 provinces without getting paid an
immediate visit by D.E.A. guys in three-piece suits and reflecting

The Dean with the flat yellow face has leaned forward, his

lips drawn back from his teeth in what I see as concern.

shades -- and then using the tetrahydrofruan and ethanol and any
protein-binding catalyst to turn plain old Sominex into
something just one H3C molecule away from good old biphasic

It's clear that this really pretty sincere yellow Dean at left is
Admissions.
The varsity tennis coach looks at his own watch.

methaqualone, a.k.a. the intrepid Quaalude.
his shirtfront looked like an accordion when he sat down to

eat Peanut M&M's and nod, and now also to a bad-news new guy

we wouldn't be so anxious to chat with you directly, see?'

Sorkin had lately befriended and put to work, a fuchsia-haired

Harvard Square punk-type kid with a build like a stump and
round black unblinking eyes, an old-fashioned street-junk
needle-jockey that went by the moniker Bobby C or just 'C,' and
liked to hurt people, the only I.V.-heroin addict Gately'd come
across that actually preferred violence, with no lips at all and

purple hair in three great towering spikes and little bare patches
in the hair on his forearms -- from constantly testing the edge on

'-- that we've known in processing several prior applications

through Coach White's office that the Enfield School is operated,
however impressively, by close relations of first your brother, who

I can still remember the way White's predecessor Maury Klamkin
wooed that kid, so that grades' objectivity can be all too easily
called into question --'

his boot-knife -- and a leather jacket with way more zippers than

anybody could ever need, and a pre-electric earring that hung way

'

down and was a roaring skull in gold-plate flames.

Director -- who appears to have thought variously that I am
having a seizure (prying open my mouth to check for a throat

clear of tongue), that I am somehow choking (a textbook
Heimlich that left me whooping), that I am psychotically out of

control (various postures and grips designed to transfer that
control to him) -- while about us roil deLint, trying to restrain the

65

Director's restraint of me, the varsity tennis coach restraining

deLint, my mother's half-brother speaking in rapid combinations
of polysyllables to the trio of Deans, who variously gasp, wring

Any of you ever seen snow remotely approaching anything

like this?

hands, loosen neckties, waggle digits in C.T.'s face, and make
pases with sheafs of now-pretty-clearly-superfluous application

Fucking town.

forms.

[Shoe makes a squelching noise under the table.]

Quaaludes and Hefenreffer also marked Gately's entree into
a whole new rather more sinister and less athletic social set at

B.M.S., one member of which was Trent Kite, 363 a dyed-in-wool
laptop-carrying wienie, chinless and with a nose like a tapir, and

pretty much the last fanatical Grateful Dead fan under age forty
on the U.S. East Coast, whose place of honor in the sinister

Beverly Middle School drug-set was due entirely to his gift for
transforming the kitchen of any vacationing parents' house into a

rudimentary pharmaceutical laboratory, using like BBQ-sauce
bottles as Erlenmeyer Flasks and microwave ovens to cyclize OH
and

carbon

into

three-ring

compounds,

synthesizing

methylenedioxy psychedelics 364 from nutmeg and sassafras oil,
ether from charcoal-starter, designer meth from Tryptophan and

L-Histidine, sometimes using only a gas-top range and parental

Troeltsch is with him now, but he's in a bad way,' I said,

shaking Brandt's hand.

6
She'd promised to come at one certain time, and it was past

that time.

and he got her audio answering device
He could not remember the color of this new last and final
bong.
and she had to go right now because he had an appointment

and had to take off, but that he would doubtless be calling her
later that day, and they had shared a moist kiss, and she had said
she could feel his heart pounding right through his suit coat, and
she had driven away in her rusty unmuffled car, and he had gone

and moved his own car to an underground garage several blocks
away, and had run back and drawn the clean blinds and curtains,
and changed the audio message on his answering device to one

that described an emergency departure from town, and had

drawn and locked his bedroom blinds, and had taken the new
rose-colored bong out of its Bogart's bag, and was not seen for

three days, and ignored over two dozen audio messages and
protocols and e-notes expressing concern over his message's
emergency, and had never contacted her again.

He thought very broadly of desires and ideas being watched
but not acted upon, he thought of impulses being starved of

expression and drying out and floating dryly away, and felt on

some level that this had something to do with him and his

circumstances and what, if this grueling final debauch he'd
committed himself to didn't somehow resolve the problem, would

64

surely have to be called his problem, but he could not even begin

Sometime during the night heavy snow had begun to fall.

to try to see how the image of desiccated impulses floating dryly

Plus it was also creepy that, when the face's effulgence

related to either him or the insect, which had retreated back into
its hole in the angled girder, because at this precise time his

telephone and his intercom to the front door's buzzer both
sounded at the same time, both loud and tortured and so abrupt
they sounded yanked through a very small hole into the great

balloon of colored silence he sat in, waiting, and he moved first
toward the telephone console, then over toward his intercom

module, then convulsively back toward the sounding phone, and
then tried somehow to move toward both at once, finally, so that

he stood splay-legged, arms wildly out as if something's been

flung, splayed, entombed between the two sounds, without a
thought in his head.

becomes the boiled white of the Trauma Wing ceiling as he

comes up with a start up for air, the apparently real nondream
Joelle van D. is leaning over the bed's crib-railing, wetting
Gately's big forehead and horror-rounded lips with a cool cloth,

wearing sweatpants and a sort of loose brocaded hulpil whose
lavender almost matches the selvage on her clean veil.
His bed's metal bars keep Gately's rolling eyes from seeing

anything much south of her thorax until Joelle finishes with the
washcloth and retreats to the edge of the other bed, which at

some point has become empty and the crying guy's chart
removed, and its crib-railings folded down, and she sits on the

edge of the bed and crosses her legs, supporting one huarache's
heel on the railing's joint, revealing she's got on white socks

under flesh-colored huaraches and ancient baggy old birchcolored sweatpants with B.U.M. down one leg, which Gately's

pretty sure he's seen at the Sunday A.M. Big Book meeting on
Ken Erdedy, and belong to Erdedy, and he feels a flash of
something unpleasant that she'd be wearing the upscale kid's
pants.
Here was a second right here: he endured it.

opposite, seated on the thing he thought then was a weird pink

doughnut instead of a hemorrhoid pillow, except in the dream

7

Gately's feet reach all the way to rest on the floor's dank tile, and

Tap tap tap tap.

Mrs. Waite is played by veiled U.H.I.D. House resident Joelle van
D., except without her veil, and what's more without any clothes,
as in starkers, gorgeous, with that same incredible body as in the

Tap tap tap tap.

other one except here this time with the face not of a jowly
British P.M.

You're a professional conversationalist?'

I'm the potentially gifted ten-year-old tennis and lexical

prodigy whose mom's a continental mover and shaker in the

prescriptive-grammar academic world and whose dad's a
towering figure in optical and avant-garde film circles and single-

handedly founded the Enfield Tennis Academy but drinks Wild
Turkey at like 5:00 A.M. and pitches over sideways during dawn

drills, on the courts, some days, and some days presents with
delusions about people's mouths moving but nothing coming out.

'That your quote-unquote complimentary Dunlop widebody
tennis racquets' super-secret-formulaic composition materials of
high-modulus graphite-reinforced polycarbonate polybutylene
resin are organochemically identical I say again identical to the

gyroscopic balance sensor and mise-enscene appropriation card
and priapistic-entertainment cartridge implanted in your very
own towering father's anaplastic cerebrum after his cruel series

of detoxifications and convolution-smoothings and gastrectomy
and pros-tatectomy and pancreatectomy and phalluctomy.'
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-tests of viewer willingness; for one of the newly acquired

test-subjects -- this was an eccentrically dressed and extremely
irritating without-home man of the streets in a white wig

appropriated with large bags filled of foreign cookware and
extremely small-in-size ladies' undergarments -- was discovered
to have been being severing and pushing beneath the room of
storage's closed door the severed digits of the second of the newly

acquired test-subjects -- this was a mis-dressed and severely
weakened or addicted man dressed in the clothing of a gauche
woman, carrying multiple purses of suspicious nature -- rather

than his own digits, marring the statistics of Brullime's fieldexperiment to such the extent that M. Fortier was forced to

consider whether to allow Brullime to conduct a lethal technical
interview of the wigged substituter of digits for reasons of anger
only.
There was no Mr. Waite.
Taj.

Mrs. Waite's house had made the Gately house look like the
The littler kids thought they had it: they were pretty sure

Mrs. Waite was a witch.
Gately is in the ladder-back kitchen chair he used to sit in,

the one with one rung broken, and Mrs. Waite is in her chair

decade, but that now that he'd had to actually stand witness to
the removal of Pooky and Urgle-Bear

8

'Kevin Kevin Kevin Kevin Kevin.'

Because he left his dormitory room before 0600 for dawn

drills and often didn't get back there until after supper, packing
Even in a dream, that'd be a higher price than anybody's ever
paid to interface with D. W. Gately.
Possibly in Denial, these flies, as to their like condition.
remember doing more than trying to hear, and the sheer

cerebral stress of trying to force a more noble memory should
have awakened him, on top of the dextral hurt; but he doesn't

his book bag and knapsack and gear bag for the whole day,
together with selecting his best-strung racquets -- it all took Hal
some time.
Hal held his complimentary gear bag and was putting

different pairs of sweats to his face, trying to find the cleanest
pair by smell, when the telephone console sounded.
'I don't mind,' Hal said softly. '

come all the way awake in the big crib until the memory's
realistic dream bleeds into a nasty fictional dream where he's

Hey Hal?'

wearing Lenz's worsted topcoat and leaning very precisely and
carefully over the prone figure of the Hawaiian-dressed Nuck

Hey Hal?'

whose head he's whacked repeatedly against the hood's
windshield, he's supporting his inclined weight on his good left

hand against the warm throbbing hood, bent in real close to the
maimed head, his ear to the bleeding face, listening very intently.

9
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the medical attache partakes of neither kif nor distilled

spirits, and must unwind without chemical aid.

Except, that is, for Wednesday nights, which in Boston are
permitted to be his wife's Arab Women's Advanced League tennis
night with the other legation wives and companions at the plush

Mount Auburn Club in West Watertown, on which nights she is
not around wordlessly to attend him, since Wednesday is the

U.S.A. weekday on which fresh Toblerone hits Boston,

Massachusetts U.S.A.'s Newbury Street's import-confectioners'
shelves, and the Saudi Minister of Home Entertainment's
inability to control his appetites for Wednesday Toblerone often

requires the medical attache to remain in personal attendance all
evening on the bulk-rented fourteenth floor of the Back Bay

Hilton, juggling tongue-depressors and cotton swabs, nystatin
and ibuprofen and stiptics and antibiotic

, his spacious Boston apartments are empty, the living room
lights undimmed, dinner unheated and the attachable tray still in
the dishwasher
The

padded

erupted, right there at the table, with his grown daughter's white

meat between his tines, in the confession that he'd been secretly,
silently in love with Madame Psychosis from way, way back; that
the love had been the real thing, pure, unspoken, genuflectory,

timeless, impossible; that he never touched her, wouldn't, nor
ogle, less out of a horror of being the sort of mid-South father

who touched and ogled than out of the purity of his doomed love
for the little girl he'd escorted to the movies as proudly as any

beau, daily; that the repression and disguisability of his pure love
hadn't been all that hard when Madame Psychosis had been
juvenile and sexless, but that at the onset of puberty and nubility
the pressure'd become so great that he could compensate only by

regressing the child mentally to an age of incontinence and premashed meat, and that his awareness of how creepy his denial of

her maturation must have seemed -- even though neither the
daughter nor mother, even now wordlessly chewing a candied
yam, had remarked on it, the denial and creepiness, although the

man's beloved pointers were given to whimper and scratch at the
cartridge-mailers

with

their

distinctive

rectangular bulge are mixed haphazardly in with the less
entertaining mail.

The low-pH Daddy's enormous stress had apparently

door when the denial had gotten especially creepy (animals being
way more sensitive than humans to emotional anomalies, in

Molly Notkin's experience) -- had raised his internal limbic
system's pressure to near intolerable foot-kilo levels, and that
he'd been hanging on for dear life for the past nigh on now a
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She's about the same height sitting as Mario upright and

leaning forward.

He will heat the prepared halal lamb and spicy halal garnish

in the microwave oven until piping-hot, arrange it attractively on

his tray, preview the first few moments of the puzzling and/or

irritating or possibly mysteriously blank entertainment cartridge
first, then unwind with the news summary, then perhaps have a

it, hoping only that his wife will not return from her tennis league

Out the right to the north over lots of different lights is the

cartridge and make a well-deserved early Wednesday evening of

Mario Love-o, are you sad?

quick unlibidinous look at Nass's spring line of sexless black

If he's himself even more than before a sad thing happened.

red rotating tip of the WYYY transmitter, its spin's ring of red

reflected in the visible Charles River, the Charles tumid with rain
and snowmelt, illumined in patches by headlights on Memorial

devout-women's-wear, then will insert the recursive surf-and-rain

in

her

perspiration-dampened

black

ankle-length

tennis

ensemble and remove his dinner tray from his sleeping neck in a
clumsy or undeft fashion that will awaken him, potentially.

and the Storrow 500, the river unwinding, swollen and humped,
its top a mosaic of oil rainbows and dead branches, gulls asleep or
brooding, bobbing, head under wing.

My story it was one day at the top of a hill I had drunkenly
labored for many minutes to roll to the crest, and looking out
over the downhill slope I see a small hunched woman in what I

am thinking is a metal hat far below at the bottom, attempting
the crossing of the Swiss Provincial Autoroute at the bottom, in
the middle of the Provincial Autoroute, this woman, standing and
staring in the terror at one of the hated long and shiny many-

wheeled trucks of our paper invaders, bearing down upon her at
high speeds in the hurry to come despoil part of the Swiss land.'
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Wardine momma man Roy Tony be want to lie down with

Wardine.

Reginald he down and beg for Wardine tell Reginald momma
how Wardine momma treat Wardine.
She say, if she go to Reginald momma, then Reginald

momma go to Wardine momma

Roy Tony brother be Wardine father.

In the dream Joelle looks up into Don Gately's forehead's

dental mirror's disk and is seized with a fear of her teeth, a terror,

and as her spread mouth spreads farther to cry out in fear all she

can see in the little round mirror are endless red-stained rows of
teeth leading back and away down a pitch-black pipe, and the

image of all these rows of teeth in the disk blots out the big
dentist's good face as he probes with a hook and says he assures
her that these can be saved.

Remy Marathe reported that the two had been made
comfortable since their loss, allowed to remain in the locked
room of storage and view the Entertainment again and again,

silent behind the door except when the watch-detail reported the
hearing of cries of impatience at the player's rewinder, to rewind.

The real advanced ones, they'll give you change, even, to let
'em back off.
The real ones.
It had started with Orin Incandenza, the cleaning.

EEG wires and strapped in before the viewer placed in the room
of storage.

11
Hey Hal?'

Fortier bid the A.F.R. methodically to continue the search.

Hey Hal?'

'.'

Hey Hal?'

You remember how the staff lowered the flag to half-mast

out front by the portcullis here after it happened?

Booboo, there are two ways to lower a flag to half-mast.

12
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Really huge roaches.
Boston's and New Orleans's little brown roaches were bad

enough, but you could at least come in and turn on a light
The whole thing makes Orin sick.

Last night's had started with a wide-angle shot of Orin on a
Har-Tru court, waiting to receive serve from someone vague,
some Academy person -- Ross Reat maybe, or good old M. Bain,

or gray-toothed Walt Flechette, now a teaching pro in the
Carolinas -- when the dream's screen tightens on him and
abruptly dissolves to the blank dark rose color of eyes closed

against bright light, and there's the ghastly feeling of being
submerged and not knowing which way to head for the surface
and air, and after some interval the dream's Orin struggles up

from this kind of visual suffocation to find his mother's head,

Mrs. Avril M. T. Incandenza's, the Moms's disconnected head
attached face-to-face to his own fine head, strapped tight to his

face somehow by a wrap-around system of VS HiPro top-shelf
lamb-gut string from his Academy racquet's own face.
, it's an enormous gray-metal machine that looks like

something co-designed by James Cameron and Fritz Lang, and
now have a look at this Fenton fellow's eyes as he starts to get the
gist of what the voiceover's saying -- and in a terse old Public-TV

The secret to sprinting in high heels, Poor Tony Krause

knew, was to run on one's toes, inclined way forward, with so

much forward momentum that one stayed well up on her toes and
the heels never came into play.

Poor Tony hurdled a queerly placed cardboard display for
something wheelchaired and heard the Creature vault it also and
land lightly on its toes.

The entrance to the parking alley west was between a Tax
Preparer's and something else; it was right around here; Krause

squinted; the black specks were tiny rings with opaque centers
and floated upward through his sight like balloons, lazily; Poor
Tony was post-seizure, infirm, not to mention Withdrawn; his
breath came in stitches and half-sobs; he could barely stay on his
toes; he had not consumed food since before the library's men's

room stall, which was how many days; he scanned the blurred

storefronts ripping past; an elderly person went down with a
noise as the Creature stiff-armed him; somewhere a rape-whistle
blew; the Tax Preparer's had the odd storefront announcement
ON PARLE LE PORTUGAIS ICI.
All had drunk the gesture of a toast to Tassigny and

promised to look after his aged father and fur-traps, and M.
Fortier had embraced the young volunteer and kissed both his

face's cheeks as he was rolled in and fitted by M. Broullime with

And the Chinese women scuttled centipedishly abreast, their

cut they now showed subject Fenton in five-point canvas
guys in mint-green surgical masks and caps inject him with

so

restraints whipping his copper-haired head from side to side as

mammoth shopping bags held in a right hand and left, respective,

The Chinese women and then Lenz all passed a gray-faced

woman squatting back between two dumpsters, her multiple
skirts hiked up.

radioactive fluids through a turkey-baster-sized syringe, then
good old Fenton's eyes bugging out in total foreseen horror as
he's rolled toward the huge gray P.E.T. device and slid like an

unrisen loaf into the thing's open maw until only his decaycolored sneakers are in view, and the body-sized receptacle

rotates the test-subject counterclockwise, with brutal speed, so
that the old sneakers point up and then left and then down and

then right and then up, faster and faster, the machine's blurps
and tweets not even coming close to covering Fenton's entombed

howls as his worst delusional fears came true in digital stereo and
you could hear the last surviving bits of his functional dye-

permeated mind being screamed out of him for all time as the

viewer digitally superimposed an image of Fenton's ember-red
and neutron-blue brain in the lower-right corner, where

InterLace's Time/Temp functions usually appear, and the brisk
voiceover gave capsule histories of first paranoid schizophrenia
and then P.E.T.
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Here's Hal Incandenza, age seventeen, with his little brass

He was trailing two very small-sized Chinese women as they

one-hitter, getting covertly high in the Enfield Tennis Academy's

lugged enormous paper shopping bags east on Bishop Allen Dr.

underground Pump Room and exhaling palely into an industrial

under Central.

exhaust fan.

Stice and Schacht all are known to get high also
Hal's mother, Mrs. Avril Incandenza, and her adoptive
brother Dr. Charles Tavis, the current E.T.A. Headmaster
there's also a fair-diametered tunnel that goes straight to the

lowest level of the Community and Administration Bldg., but its
functions have gradually changed over four years, and it's now too
full of exposed wiring and hot-water pipes and heating ducts to

be really passable) and to the offices of the Physical Plant, almost
directly beneath the center row of E.T.A. outdoor tennis courts,
which offices and custodial lounge are in turn connected to

E.T.A.'s Lung-Storage and -Pump Rooms via a pargeted tunnel
hastily constructed by the TesTar All-Weather Inflatable
Structures Corp., which together with the folks over at

ATHSCME Industrial Air Displacement Devices erects and
services the inflatable dendriurethane dome, known as the Lung,
that covers the middle row of courts for the winter indoor season.
know he's high.

between Harvard and Central, Lenz had thought they might

be following him -- he'd been followed a great deal in his time,

and like the well-read Geoffrey D. he knew only too well thank

you that the most fearsome surveillance got carried out by
unlikely-looking people that followed you by walking in front of

you with small mirrors in their glasses' temples or elaborate
systems of cellular communicators for reporting to the Command
Center -- or else also by helicopters, also, that flew too high to

see, hovering, the tiny chop of their rotors disguised as your own
drumming heart.

Lenz wore fluorescent-yellow snowpants, the slightly shiny
coat to a long-tailed tux, a sombrero with little wooden balls

hanging off the brim, oversize tortoise-shell glasses that
darkened automatically in response to bright light, and a glossy
black mustache promoted from the upper lip of a mannequin at

Lechmere's in Cambridgeside -- the ensemble the result of bold
snatch-and-sprints all up and down the nighttime Charles, when
he'd first gone Overground northeast from Enfield several-odd
days back.

and then the direct orders of the Vice-Mother Superior --

who happens now to be the tough nun who'd saved Blood Sister,
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way back -- begins reverting to her former Toronto-mean-street

Drug addicts are often burglars, therefore.

pre-salvation tough-biker-chick ways: demufflering her Harley
Hawg, hauling an age-faded stud-covered leather bike-jacket out

of storage and squeezing it over her pectoral-swollen habit,
unbandaging her most lurid tattoos, shaking down former altar

As an active drug addict, Gately was distinguished by his

ferocious and jolly elan.

d's for th's, various apocopes, and so on -- and takes hold of

way, meeting old street-contacts in dim saloons and tossing back

It was because of a cold, a plain old human rhinovirus.

boys for information, flipping off motorists who get in her bike's

jiggers with even the most cirrhotic of them, beating,

bludgeoning, akido-ing, disarming thugs of power tools, avenging
the desalvation and demapping of her young charge, determined
to prove that the girl's death was no accident or backslide, that
Blood Sister had not failed with the soul she'd chosen to save to

discharge her own soul's debt to the tough old Vice-Mother
Superior who'd saved her, Blood Sister, so far back.

Ruth van Cleve had cried out as the apparition of just about
the most unattractive woman Kate Gompert had ever seen
crashed forward between them, knocking them apart.

the guy's ear and conducts him down to a kitchen chair and binds

his arms and legs to the chair with electrical cords neatly clipped
from refrigerator and can-opener and M. Cafe-brand Automatic
Cafe-au-Lait-Maker, binds him just short of gangrenously tight,

because he's hoping the Berkshire foliage is prime and the guy's
going to be soloing in this chair for a good stretch of time, and

Gately starts looking through the kitchen's drawers for the

silverware -- not the good-silver-for-company silverware; that was
in a calfskin case underneath some neatly folded old spare
Christmas wrapping in a stunning hardwood-with-ivory-inlay
chest of drawers in the living room, where over 90% of upscale
people's good silver is always hidden, and has already been

promoted and is piled 18 just off the foyer -- but just the regular
old everyday flatware silverware, because the vast bulk of

homeowners keep their dish towels two drawers below their
everyday-silverware drawer, and God's made no better call-for-

help-stifling gag in the world than a good old oily-smelling fakelinen dish towel; and the bound guy in the cords on the chair

suddenly snaps to the implications of what Gately's looking for
and is struggling and saying:

And the bound, wheezing, acetate-clad Canadian -- the
right-hand man to probably the most infamous anti-O.N.A.N.
organizer north of the Great Concavity, the lieutenant and
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The tough-looking nun yells 'AIYEE!'
this marks the start of a brutally drawn-out Getting-to-

trouble-shooting trusted adviser who selflessly volunteered to

Know-and-Trust-You montage, a genre-convention, this montage

Boston to act as liaison between and general leash-holder for the

hand on Blood Sister's head to keep B.S.'s wimple from flying off,

Quebecer Separatists and Albertan ultra-rightists united only in

protracted and basically unwinnable games of charades with the

'return' of the so-calledly 'Recon-figured' Great Convexity to its

girl's Marlboros and dildo-facsimile lighter in the wastebasket, of

blow to Canadian sovereignty, honor, and hygiene -- this

approving eye, of candle-lit scripture-study sessions with the

covert V.I.P., or probably more accurately a 'P.I.T.,' 19 in French,

snipping the last bits of split violet ends from her soft brown hair,

his chair, thoroughly gagged, sitting there, alone, under cold

approvingly as the girl's eyes start to get that impending-

gagged with skill and quality materials -- the guy, having worked

girl habit-shopping, the girl's burned lantern jaw and hairless

intercostal ligaments in his ribs, soon found even that pinprick of

He just decided to go to Shattuck and Surrender and get

move with his family to the savagely American area of metro
half-dozen or so malevolent and mutually antagonistic groups of
their fanatical conviction that the U.S.A.'s Experialistic 'gift' or
northern neighbor and O.N.A.N. ally constituted an intolerable
homeowner, unquestionably a V.I.P., although admittedly rather a
this meek-looking Canadian-terrorism-coordinator -- bound to
fluorescent kitchen lights, 20 the rhinovirally afflicted man,

so hard to partially clear one clotted nasal passage that he tore
air blocked off by mucus's implacable lava-like flow once again,
and so has to tear more ligaments trying to breach the other

nostril, and so on; and after an hour of struggle and flames in his
chest and blood on his lips and the white kitchen towel from

involving Harley-rides at such speeds that the girl has to keep her

and long conversational walks filmed at wide-angle, and
Trappists, plus some quick scenes of Blood Sister finding the

the girl doing chores unsullenly under B.S.'s grudgingly
girl's finger under each word she reads, of the girl carefully

of the more senior tough nuns punching Blood Sister's shoulder
conversion gleam in them, then, finally, of Blood Sister and the
Promethean brow
straight and never ever have his little girl's grimacing face in his
hungover head ever again, James.

Deluded or not, it's still a lucky way to live.
There is no way Kate Gompert could ever even begin to make

someone else understand what clinical depression feels like, not
even another person who is herself clinically depressed, because a

person in such a state is incapable of empathy with any other
living thing.
But in her toxified soul Kate Gompert felt only a paralyzing

horror at the idea of the squat dead-eyed man laying toy track
slowly and carefully in the silence of his wood-panelled rec room,
the silence total except for the sounds of the track being oiled

and snapped together and laid into place, the man's head full of
poison and worms and every cell in his body screaming for relief
from flames no one else could help with or even feel.

trying frantically to tongue the towel out past the tape, which is

quality tape, and after hopes skyrocketing when the doorbell
rings and then hopes blackly dashed when the person at the door,

a young woman with a clipboard and chewing gum who's offering
promotional coupons good for Happy Holidays discounts on

memberships of six months or more at a string of Boston non-UV
tanning salons, shrugs in her parka and makes a mark on the

clipboard and blithely retreats down the long driveway to the
pseudo-rural road, an hour of this or more, finally the Quebecois

P.I.T., after unspeakable agony -- slow suffocation, mucoidal or
no, being no day at the Montreal Tulip-Fest -- at the height of
which agony, hearing his head's pulse as receding thunder and
watching his vision's circle shrink as a red aperture around his

sight rotates steadily in from the edges, at the height of which he
could think only, despite the pain and panic, of what a truly dumb

and silly way this was, after all this time, to die, a thought which
the towel and tape denied expression via the rueful grin with
which the best men meet the dumbest ends -- this Guillaume

DuPlessis passed bluely from this life, and sat there, in the

kitchen chair, 250 clicks due east of some really spectacular
autumn foliage, for almost two nights and days, his posture

getting more and more military as rigor mortis set in, with his
bare feet looking like purple loaves of bread, from the lividity;

and when Brookline's Finest were finally summoned and got him
unbound from the coldly lit chair, they had to carry him out as if

he were still seated, so militarily comme-il-faut had his limbs and
spine hardened.
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only the Seldane bottle actually contains several Tenuate 75It's definitely a rhinovirus, the sudden severe kind.

It's a good thing you can't see what you look like, though.

Susan T. Cheese and Poor Tony'd met the Antitoi Bros. --

The flashlight your mother name-tagged with masking tape

only one of whom could or would speak, and who'd been in

and packed for you special pans around the institutional room:

charge of the diversionary aspects of the Sheraton Commander

bunksprings above you, the two other bunkbeds another matte

Quebecers of way higher I.Q. -- Krause and S.T.C. had met them

and tapes and tennis gear; your disk of white light trembling like

Night every second Wednesday, and attracted comely and

recessions of closet and room's front door, door's frame's

after the Man o' War Grille, now only a block or so from the

jumbles of sleeping boys' shadows on the snuff-white walls, the

ill again as just deeply tired, after only five or so blocks -- that

baseboards' reglets, the cracks in the venetian blinds that ooze

debating with himself about whether to have a go at the purses of

the flashlight with your name in maternal cursive plays over every

ahead, both of their purses hanging only by the flimsiest of

the drop-ceiling, the gray striped mattress and bulged grid of
gray that won't return light, the piles of books and compact disks

the moon on water as it plays over the identical bureaus, the
bolections; the cone of light pans over fixtures, the lumpy

two rag throw-rugs' ovals on the hardwood floor, black lines of
the violet nonlight of a night with snow and just a hook of moon;
cm.

of the walls, the rheostats, CD, Inter-Lace poster of Tawni
Kondo, phone console, desks' TPs, the face in the floor, posters of
pros, the onionskin yellow of the desklamps' shades, the ceilingpanels' patterns of pinholes, the grid of upper bunk's springs,

recession of closet and door, boys wrapped in blankets, slight

operation, and had clearly been subordinate to still other

at Inman Square's Ryle's Tavern, which had Gender-Dysphoric
unrough trade, and which Poor Tony passed now (Ryle's), just
Antitois' glass-and-novelty-shop front, feeling not so much quite
post-fever, sleep-for-a-week-type cellular fatigue -- and is
the two young and unstriking women walking just a few steps
evening-gown-width straps from slumped shoulders, the duo
interracial, rare and disquieting in metro Boston, the black girl

talking a click a minute and the white one not responding, her
weary stolid plod and air of inattention fairly begging for a pursesnatch, both of them with an air about them of routine
victimization, the sort of demoralized lassitude

The bureaucrat's leaning away, inclined way over toward the

train doors, as if his very cells were being pulled that way.

crack like a creek's course in the eastward ceiling discernible
now, maple reglet border at seam of ceiling and walls north and
south
and your flashlight's beam stabs jaggedly back for the

overlooked face
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The Enfield Tennis Academy has been in accredited

A bureaucrat in some kind of sterile fluorescentlit office

operation for three pre-Subsidized years and then eight

complex is a fantastically efficient worker when awake, but he

Subsidized years, first under the direction of Dr. James

has this terrible problem waking up in the A.M., and is

brother-in-law Charles Tavis, Ed.D. James Orin Incandenza -- the

and disorderly and wholly unacceptable, and we see this

promising young pre-Method actor who, during the interval of J.

cubicle, and the supervisor, who wears a severely dated leisure

and largely unemployable actor, driven back to his native Tucson

colored lapels, tells the bureaucrat that's he's a good worker and a

tennis pro at ranch-type resorts and then short-run productions

going to fly, and if it happens one more time the bureaucrat is

dipsomaniacal tragedian progressively crippled by obsessions

work in.

Incandenza and then under the administration of his half-

only child of a former top U.S. jr. tennis player and then
O. Incandenza's early formative years, had become a disrespected

AZ and dividing his remaining energies between stints as a
at something called the Desert Beat Theater Project, the father, a
with death by spider-bite and by stage fright and with a

bitterness of ambiguous origin but consuming intensity toward
the Method school of professional acting and its more promising
exponents, a father who somewhere around the nadir of his
professional fortunes apparently decided to go down to his Raid-

consistently late to work, which in a bureaucracy is idiosyncratic
bureaucrat getting called in to his supervisor's pebbled-glass
suit with his shirt-collar flaring out on either side of its rust-

fine man, but that this chronic tardiness in the A.M. is simply not
going to have to find another fluorescent-lit office complex to

This is the very last temporally feasible train: if the

bureaucrat misses this train he'll be late again, and terminated.

Finally, filmed in a glacial slo-mo, the bureaucrat leaps from
the seventh-to-the-bottom step and lunges toward the train's

sprayed basement workshop and build a promising junior athlete

open doors, and right in mid-lunge smashes headlong into an

inside bottles, or like refinish chairs, etc.

nerdy little schoolboy-shorts who's tottering along the platform

the way other fathers might restore vintage autos or build ships

James Incandenza proved a withdrawn but compliant student

of the game and soon a gifted jr. player -- tall, bespectacled,

earnest-faced little kid with thick glasses and a bow-tie and those
under a tall armful of carefully wrapped packages.

Its interior is fluorescent-lit and filled with employed,

ontologically secure bureaucrats.

awful cold finger between him as his Da smeared the stuff
roughly around Matty's rosebud, his dark star.

domineering at net -- who used tennis scholarships to finance, on
his own, private secondary and then higher education at places
just about as far away from the U.S. Southwest as one could get
without drowning.

His strategic value, during the Federal interval G. Ford-early
G. Bush, as more or less the top applied-geometrical-optics man

in the O.N.R. and S.A.C., designing neutron-scattering reflectors
for thermo-strategic weapons systems, then in the Atomic Energy

Commission -- where his development of gamma-refractive
indices for lithium-anodized lenses and panels is commonly

regarded as one of the big half-dozen discoveries that made
possible

cold

annular

fusion

and

approximate

energy-

independence for the U.S. and its various allies and protectorates
-- his optical acumen translated, after an early retirement from
the public sector, into a patented fortune in rearview mirrors,

light-sensitive eyewear, holographic birthday and Xmas greeting
cartridges,

videophonic

Tableaux,

homolosine-cartography

software, nonfluorescent public-lighting systems and film-

equipment; then, in the optative retirement from hard science
that

building

pedagogically

and

opening

experimental

a

tennis

U.S.T.A.-accredited
academy

and

apparently

represented for him, into 'apres-garde' experimental- and
conceptual-film work too far either ahead of or behind its time,
possibly, to be much appreciated at the time of his death in the

Year of the Trial-Size Dove Bar -- although a lot of it (the
experimental- and conceptual-film work) was admittedly just

plain pretentious and unengaging and bad, and probably not

helped at all by the man's very gradual spiral into the crippling
dipsomania of his late father.
It is known that, during the last five years of his life, Dr.

James O. Incandenza liquidated his assets and patent-licenses,
ceded control over most of the Enfield Tennis Academy's

operations to his wife's half-brother -- a former engineer most
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Poor Tony Krause, who because of the trousers and cap

Matty didn't even recognize as Poor Tony Krause until he'd
looked back down and then up again
: Poor Tony Krause looked godawful: sucked-out, hollow-

recently employed in Amateur Sports Administration at

eyed, past ill, grave-ready, his face's skin the greenish white of

-- and devoted his unimpaired hours almost exclusively to the

identifiable as poor old Poor Tony only by the boa and red leather

mordantly obscure and obsessive dramatic cartridges, leaving

he walked, that way Equus Reese always said always reminded

creatively) number of completed films and cartridges

some black-tie function, Krause never so much walking as

Throppinghamshire Provincial College, New Brunswick, Canada
production of documentaries, technically recondite art films, and
behind a substantial (given the late age at which he bloomed,

Professor James O. Incandenza, Jr.'s untimely suicide at fifty-

four was held a great loss in at least three worlds.

extreme-depth marine life, looking less alive than undead,
coat and the certain way he held his hand to his throat's hollow as
him of black-and-white-era starlets descending curved stairs into

making an infinite series of grand entrances into pocket after
pocket of space, a queenly hauteur now both sickening and

awesome given Krause's spectral mien, passing across the Grille's
window, his eyes either on or looking
Not so with Matty Pemulis.
Da drunk.
He remembered the oval sound of the cap coming off the jar
of petroleum jelly, that special stone-in-pond plop of a Vaseline
cap (not Child-Proof even in an era of Child-Proof caps), hearing
his Da muttering as he applied it to himself, feeling the ice-cold

scanning and inventorying and bagging it, because their minds
are diverted by something else very exciting, a kind of possible
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raison d'etre for the Club itself, unless Blott had been tweaking

But this crosses every line!

their Units, in which case look out Blott, is the consensus.

per ingestion, making it two to three times as potent as

Hal Incandenza has the greater tennis brain,' Poutrincourt
said in English.

psilocybin, and frequently results in the following alterations in
consciousness (not reading or referring to notes in any way): a
kind of semi-sleep-like trance with visions, elation, sensations of

physical lightness and increased strength, heightened sensual
This does not sound like Hal Incandenza.'

perceptions, synesthesia, and favorable distortions in bodyimage.

Some of the more marginal players start in as early as maybe

twelve, I'm sorry to say, particularly 'drines before matches and
then enkephaline 26 after, which can generate a whole vicious

circle of individual neurochemistry; but I myself, having taken
certain vows early on concerning fathers and differences, didn't
even get downwind of my first bit of Bob Hope 27 until fifteen,
more like nearly sixteen, when Bridget Boone, in whose room a
lot of the 16 and Unders used to congregate before lights-out,
invited me to consider a couple of late-night bongs, as a kind of

psychodysleptic Sominex, to help me sleep, perhaps, finally, all
the way through a really unpleasant dream that had been
recurring nightly and waking me up in mediasfor weeks and was
beginning to grind me down and to cause some slight
deterioration in performance and rank.

Low-grade synthetic Bob or not, the bongs worked like a

charm.

In this dream, which every now and then still recurs, I am
standing publicly at the baseline of a gargantuan tennis court.
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Stice started his service-motion motion in little segments --

it looks a little like bad animation -- then grimaced, tossed,
pivoted netward and served it with a hard flat spang way out to
Hal's forehand, pulling Hal wide.

There was no indication Hal even saw it, the shadow,
hunched and waiting for Stice.

Discarded

fridgelettes,

empty

boxes,

immovable

and

complexly-address-labelled trunks, used athletic tape and Ace
bandages, the occasional empty Visine bottle (which Blott stashes

in his sweatshirt-pouch, for Mike Pemulis's next contest), Optics
I & II lab reports, broken ball machines and stray tennis balls too

dead even for the repressurization machine, broken or discarded
TP

cartridges

of

stroke-analysis

filmings

or

worn-out

entertainments, an anomalous set of parfait glasses, fruit peels
and AminoPal energy-bar-wrappers that the Club itself had left
down here after meetings, discarded curls of grip and tensile

string, several incongruous barrettes, several old broadcast
televisions some older kids used to like to keep around to watch

the static, and, along the seam of wall and floor, brittle limb-

shaped husks of exfoliated Pledge, expanses of arm and leg
already half-decayed into fragrant dust -- this comprising the
bulk of the crud down here, and the kids don't much mind

metal jamb found Kate Gompert lying on her side on the slim

InterLace NNE downloads for the next dissemination-day and

room's open door and knocked maybe a little too gently on the

Dissemination is basic InterLace, and from 0200 to 0400
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All

the

Ennet

House

viewer

gets

on

Spontaneous

The doctor who poked his fine head just inside her hot

drawn up to her abdomen and her fingers laced around her knees.

of 'The Mr. Bouncety-Bounce Daily Program,' and when Mr.

hard bed in blue jeans and a sleeveless blouse with her knees

cuts all transmissions except one line's four straight redissemms

Bouncety-Bounce appears in his old cloth-and-safety-pin diaper

The type of like

and paunch and rubber infant-head mask he is not a soothing or

I've met types like that on wards.

pleasant figure at all, for the sleepless adult.

Or like punish.

And immediately again the black flapping shape rose in my
mind again.

Mario thinks of a steel pole raised to double its designed

One sophomore night it came up out of nowhere, the black

shape, for the first time in years.'

height and clips his shoulder on the green steel edge of a

dumpster, pirouetting halfway to the cement before Schtitt darts
in to catch him, and it almost looks like they're doing a dance-

floor dip as Schtitt says this game the players are all at E.T.A. to

There is no possible way death can feel as bad.

learn, this infinite system of decisions and angles and lines

His swollen black eyes and R.E.M.'s non sequiturs, plus the

Mario's brothers worked so brutishly hard to master:

capering 130-kilo infant on the viewer, plus Day and Gompert

conversing while both staring into space, all backed by the blurps
and wonks of Gene M.'s hand-held game in the office, give the
dark living room a dreamy and almost surreal atmosphere.
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The window Tiny is next to has a sticker that thanks him in

advance for not smoking.

The rose window is not illuminated from either side.

Stice couldn't finally tell whether Hal noticed anything amiss

in the mysterious curves and downdrafts that seemed to favor

The Darkness alone; Hal had played with the wide-eyed but
unfocused look of a tennis player right on the verge of falling
apart out there, and yet strangely affectless, as if deep inside

in Enfield, the cabbie, whose photo was on the Mass. Livery

some well of his own private troubles; and Stice wills himself

License taped to the glove compartment, the cabbie, looking back

again not to wonder what had passed with the Headmaster and

complexion and sharp threads, had scratched under his skallycap

unscheduled appearance in the E.T.A. parking lot yesterday

and down at little Tiny Ewell's neat white beard and ruddy
and asked if he was sick or something.

the

O.N.A.N.T.A.

urologist,

whose

lab-equipped

van's

afternoon

Mo Cheery and the old man
the personal physician himself, who'd come to see why his
personal assistant hadn't come back; two Embassy security

guards w/ sidearms, who'd been dispatched by a candidiatic,
heartily pissed-off Prince Q ------; and two neatly groomed

Mo didn't want to can the old man.
He wanted the old man to see somebody.'

Seventh Day Adventist pamphleteers who'd seen human heads

Somewhere along late in the progression the old man let it be

through the living room window and found the front door

known he was working on a secret book that revised and

were watching the recursive loop the medical attache had rigged

and religious history by analogies to certain subtle and complex

very still and attentive, looking not one bit distressed or in any

raise the other foot to look at a shoe's inflicted damage, all the

unlocked and come in with all good spiritual intentions -- all
on the TP's viewer the night before, sitting and standing there
way displeased, even though the room smelled very bad indeed.

explicated much of the world's military, medical, philosophical
thematic codes in M A S H. ' Steeply would stand on one foot to
time smoking. '

creepy boys who talked without moving their lower jaw and asked

her things like where she 'summered' and kept offering her
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advice on no-load funds and inviting her upstairs to check out
their Durer prints and saying they found overweight girls terribly
compelling in their defiance of culturo-ascetic norms, and Bruce

Green lay there with a head full of Hoopi and unresolved pain and

As the lowering light from behind came at an angle more and

more

acute,

Goethe's

well-known

'Brockengespenst'

phenomenon 38 enlarged and distended his seated shadow far out

black radial lines he could cause to move by playing slightly with

couch and later savagely torn it to shreds and sprinkled the

overland, so that the spokes of his chair's rear wheels cast over

didn't say a word or even have a fully developed thought for three

days, and had hidden the grass skirt under the dustruffle of the
clippings over Doocy's hydroponic-marijuana development in the
tub, for mulch.

two whole counties below gigantic asterisk-shadows, whose fine

the wheels' rubber rims; and his head's shadow brought to much
of the suburb West Tucson a premature dusk.

But Marathe, he had all the time without turning watched
the other man's clumsy sliding descent's own mammoth shadow,
cast as far east as the Rincon range just past the city Tucson, and

could see the shadow rush in west toward his own as Unspecified
Services' M. Hugh Steeply descended, falling twice and cursing in

U.S.A. English, until the shadow collapsed nearly into Marathe's
monstrous own.

Marathe sniffed slightly. '
Marathe sniffed.
Marathe sniffed. '

his sphincter had failed and he'd not only pissed but also
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actually shit his pants, for only the second time ever, and the first
Some of the littler kids who take their showers after the

upperclassmen are hanging around listening.

public time ever, and was mortified with complexly layered
shame, and had to ease very gingerly into the nearest-by head and

remove his pants and wipe himself off like a fucking baby, having

Though of course Hal's mocking himself at the same time.

to shut one eye to make sure which him he saw was him, and then

Hal some weeks back had acquiesced to Lyle's diagnosis that

the bathroom door and reach a tattooed arm out with the pants

Hal finds Ingersoll -- this smart soft caustic kid, with a big soft
eyebrowless face and unwrinkled thumb-joints, with the runty,
cuddled look of a Mama's boy from way back, a quick intelligence

he squanders on an insatiable need to advance some impression
of himself -- that the kid so repels Hal because Hal sees in the kid
certain parts of himself he can't or won't accept.

Then they see you as being at one of the like crucial plateaus.
The U.S.S. Millicent Kent told Mario that though she was an
admittedly great player, w/ an overwhelming haul-ass-up-to-the-

net-and-loom-over-it-like-a-titan game in the Betty Stove/Venus
Williams power-game tradition, and headed for an almost
limitless future in the Show, she'd confide in him in private out

here that she'd never really loved competitive tennis, that her real

love and passion was modern interpretive dance, at which she
admittedly had less unconsciously native gifts and talents to
bring to bear, but which she loved, and had spent just about all
her off-court time as a little girl practicing in a leotard in front of

a double-width mirror in her room at home in suburban

there'd been nothing to do with the fouled police-pants but crack

and bury them in the living room's sand like a housecat's
litterbox, and then of course what was he supposed to put on if he

ever wanted to leave that head or dorm again, to get home, so
he'd had to hold one eye shut and reach one arm out again and

like strain to reach the pile of grass skirts and bikini-tops and
snatch a grass skirt, and put it on, and slip out of the Hawaiian

dorm out a side door without letting anybody see him, and then

ride the Red Line and C-Greenie and then a bus all the way home
in February in a cheap leather jacket and asphalt-spreader's boots
and a grass skirt, the grass of which rode up in the most
horrifying way, and he'd spent the next three days not leaving the

trailer in the Spur, in a paralyzing depression of unknown
etiology, lying on Tommy D.'s crusty-stained sofa and drinking
Southern Comfort straight out of the bottle and watching

Doocy's snakes not move once in three days, in their tank, and

Mildred had given him two days of high-volume shit for first
sulking antisocially by the keg and then screwing out and
abandoning her at seven months gone to a sandy room full of

tanly anomic blondes who said catty things about her tattoos and

and unflag-manned debris plus the excessive speed of the

Montclair NJ, but that tennis was what she had limitless talent at

school.

was of the road, and passengers were hurled violently from their

and got emotional strokes and tuition-waiver boarding-school

northbound bus made it jounce godawfully, the bus, and swerve
violently to and forth, fighting to maintain control of what there

offers in, and that she'd been desperate to get into a boarding

seats while, meanwhile, back in the closet-sized rear potty, Mrs.
Lenz, right in the process of going potty, was hurled from the

toilet by the first swerve and proceeded to do some high-velocity

and human-waste-flinging pinballing back and forth against the
potty's plastic walls; and when the bus finally regained total
control and resumed course Mrs. Lenz had, freakishly enough,
ended up her human pinballing with her bare and unspeakably
huge backside wedged tight in the open window of the potty, so

forcefully ensconced into the recesstacle that she was unable to

extricate, and the bus continued on its northward sojourn the rest
of the way up 24 with Mrs. Lenz's bare backside protruding from

the ensconcing window, prompting car horns and derisive oratory
from other vehicles; and Mrs. Lenz's plaintiff shouts for Help
were unavailed by the passengers that were arising back up off

the floor and rubbing their sore noggins and hearing Mrs. Lenz's

mortified screams from behind the potty's locked reinforced
plastic door, but were unable to excretate her because the potty's
door locked from the interior by sliding across a deadbolt that

made the door's outside say OCCUPIED/OCCUPADO/OCCUPE,
and the door was locked, and Mrs. Lenz was wedged beyond the

reach of arm-length and couldn't reach the deadbolt no matter

how plaintiffly she reached out her mammoth fatwattled arm;
and, like fully 88% of all clinically obese Americans
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But also the city Boston U.S.A. has logic.

Not even bullshitting man

It grew always colder down on the desert floor; they could

Life has kicked his ass, and he's regrouping.

feel this.

A U.S.A. coyote sounds more like a high-strung dog.

It's like something terrible could happen at any time.
Lenz shares how then in adolescence (his), his mother died

when during the falling of night Steeply had removed the

because one day she was riding a Greyhound bus from Fall River

absurd sunglasses, but decided the exact moment of this did not

MA north to Quincy MA to visit her son in a Commonwealth

matter for reporting every word and gesture back to M. Fortier.

Les Assassins' M. Fortier and M. Broullime and some others
of his comrades-on-wheels believed Remy Marathe to be eidetic,
near-perfect in recall and detail.

Youth Corrections facility Lenz was doing research for a possible

screenplay in, and during the voyage on the bus she had to go
potty, and she was in the bus's tiny potty in the rear of the bus

going about her private business of going potty, as she later
testified, and even though it was the height of winter she had the

little window of the potty wide open, for reasons Lenz predicts
Green doesn't want to hear about, on the northbound bus, and

how this was one of the last years of Unsubsidized ordinational

year-dating, and the final fiscal year that actual maintenancework had ever been done on the infernous six-lane commuter-

ravaged Commonwealth Route 24 from Fall River to Boston's
South Shore by the pre-O.N.A.N.ite Governor Claprood's

Commonwealth Highway Authority, and the Greyhound bus
encountered a poorly marked UNDER CONSTRUCTION area
where 24 was all stripped down to the dimpled-iron sheeting

below and was tooth-rattlingly striated and chuckholed and torn
up and just in general basically a mess, and the poorly marked
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GI Joe typically being cathected as an image of the potent
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we watch he picks a direction finally at last up Mass Ave

the block to get up in front of him around the block on the ice in

at once the General Issue of a weapon the Oedipal child both

toward the Central Squar on foot, and Poor Tony beats it around

but antagonistic father, the military man, with GI representing

some how Poor Tony always knows how over to the dumsters'

gastro-intestinal tract, with all the attendant anal anxieties that

his fucking heels and feather snake around his neck and gets him

covets and fears and a well-known medical acronym for the

individual and roll him and C messes up his older map to a large

bowels in order to impress or quote win the mother, of whom

alley by Bay Bank off Sherman St, and yrstruly and C crew on the

require repression in the Oedipal phase's desire to control the

the Barbie might be seen as the most obviously reductive and

degree

phallocentric reduction of the mother to an archetype of sexual

$ and then some and C pernts out

function and availability, the Barbie as image of the Oedipal
mother as image.'

Wo smiling says he asks C if weve' seen goodold Poor Tony
or Susan T. Cheese around we crew with Poor Tony in boosting
life

Dr. Rusk's office door had a nonconducting rubberized

payback Wo has our only $ to get straight with for XMas.

sheath on the knob, and Dr. Rusk's name and degrees and title,
and a needlepoint sampler with a little heart inside a big heart

and a cursive exhortation to Champion An Inner Child Today,
which the little kids at E.T.A. find puzzling and upsetting.
Dr. Rusk's door was cool against his ear.
Pemulis didn't even have to put any kind of ear to the wood

of the inside door.

She was blowing on the whistle, which appeared to be minus
the little inside pellet because no whistling sound resulted.

But the connected slope Wo wasnt' even there in front of the
Hung Toys curtain in the early XMas AM, and then Poor Tony

departed for green pastures and ate cheese, and it took yrstruly
two days of Kicking The Bird in the hall out side my Mumsters'

apartment that for payback she locked the door before I yrstruly
can get in a Detox to atleast cop some methedoan and get three

squars to stay down in yrstruly to start to thearize on what to try
and do after I could standup straight and walk upright again once
more.

The possibility of Canadian involvement in the lethally

compelling Entertainment's dissemination is what has brought to
metro Boston Rodney Tine, his retinue, and his ruler.
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of brick left over.

Reports of the thing popping up yet again in metro Boston

I am a bricklayer by trade.

The Entertainment had popped up in New Iberia LA.
MA remain unsubstantiated.

A sociopathic and mentally retarded Lance Corporal at

Securing the rope at ground level, I went up to the roof,

swung the barrel out and loaded the brick into it.

Leavenworth, strapped down with electrode appliques and

headset-recorder, was able to report that the thing apparently
opens with an engaging and high-quality cinematic shot of a

veiled woman going through a large building's revolving doors

The encounter with the barrel slowed me enough to lessen
my impact with the brick-strewn ground below.
I am sorry to report, however, that as I lay there on the bricks

mind and unfortunately let go of the rope, causing the barrel to

subject's mental and spiritual energies abruptly declined to a

in considerable pain, unable to stand or move and watching the

and catching a glimpse of someone else in the revolving doors,
somebody the sight of whom makes her veil billow, before the

point where even near-lethal voltages through the electrodes

empty barrel six stories above me, I again lost my presence of
begin a

couldn't divert his attention from the Entertainment.
Attempts to trace the matrix of the samizdat without viewing

it -- from induction on postal codes, e-microscopies on the brown
padded mailers, immolation and chromatography on the
unlabelled cartridge-cases, extensive and maddening interviews
of those civilians exposed -- place the likely dissemination-point

someplace along the U.S. north border, with routing hubs in
metro Boston/New Bedford and/or somewhere in the desert
Southwest.

the Our Father Lenz says Whatever and lets Green walk with
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him, and is inactive during this night's 2216 interval as well.
Chief Steve McGarrett is a classically modern hero of action.
In contrast, Captain Frank Furillo is what used to be

designated a 'post'-modern hero.

Captain Frank Furillo does not investigate cases or singlemindedly home in.
Captain Frank Furillo of 'Hill Street Blues' is a 'post'-modern

hero, a virtuoso of triage and compromise and administration.
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girl

in our like group, he was the one talking the shit to this guy's
But they've pulled spot-urines on Lenz five times, and the

three times the lab didn't fuck up the E.M.I.T. test Lenz's urine's
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Moment Magazine has learned that the tragic fate of the

second North American citizen to receive a Jarvik IX Exterior

Artificial Heart has, sadly, been kept from the North American
people.

come back clean.

This was the night Lenz had to have another recourse to the
hollowed-out cavity in his Principles of Psychology and The
Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion after just beating curfew
home, which who wouldn't need a bit of an unwinder after a

stressful close-call-type situation with a flaming cat chasing you
and screaming in a way that made porch lights go on all up and

The

woman,

a

46-year-old

Boston

accountant

with

irreversible restenosis of the heart, responded so well to the
replacement of her defective heart with a Jarvik IX Exterior
Artificial Heart that within weeks she was able to resume the

active lifestyle she had so enjoyed before stricken, pursuing her
active schedule with the extraordinary prosthesis portably
installed in a stylish Etienne Aigner purse.

down

Then once near Halloween in an alley behind Blanchard's
Liquors off Allston's Union Square Lenz comes across a street
drunk in a chewed-looking old topcoat in the deserted alley

taking a public leak against the side of a dumpster, and Lenz
envisualizes the old guy both cut and on fire and dancing jaggedly

around hitting at himself while Lenz goes 'There,' but that's as
close as Lenz comes to that kind of level of resolution; and it's

The 46-year-old recipient of the Jarvik IX Exterior Artificial
Heart

was

actively

window

shopping

in

Cambridge,

Massachusetts' fashionable Harvard Square when a transvestite
purse snatcher, a drug addict with a criminal record all too well

known to public officials, bizarrely outfitted in a strapless
cocktail dress, spike heels, tattered feather boa, and auburn wig,

brutally tore the life sustaining purse from the woman's
unwitting grasp.

maybe to his credit that he's a little off his psychic feed for a few
days after that close call, and inactive with pets circa 2216h.

de la Liberation de la Quebec (Q, S, VV)

would need to say the least some extra help getting oriented
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(literally), and he wanted Hal to be the one to take him in hand
Pemulis and Trevor Axford become quarterly urine vendors;

they wear those papery oval caps ballpark-vendors wear; they
spend three months collecting and stashing the urine of sub-tenyear-old players, warm pale innocent childish urine that's

produced in needly little streams and the only G/M scan it
couldn't pass would be like an Ovaltine scan or something; then

every third month Pemulis and Axford work the agnate
unsupervised line that snakes across the blue lobby shag, selling
little Visine bottles of urine out of an antique vendor's tub for

ballpark wieners, snagged for a song from a Fenway Park
wienerman fallen on hard off-season times, a big old box of dull

dimpled tin with a strap in Sox colors that goes around the back
of the neck and keeps the vendor's hands free to make change.

(again literally).
This weird appearance of recessive drift, together with the

compulsive hand-movements that followed his quitting smoking
some years back, helped contribute to the quality of perpetual
frenzy about the man, a kind of locational panic that it's easy to

see explains not only Tavis's compulsive energy -- he and Avril,

pretty much the Dynamic Duo of compulsion, between them,
sleep, in their second-floor rooms in the Headmaster's House -separate rooms -- tend to sleep, between them, about as much as

any one normal insomniac -- but maybe also contributes to the
pathological openness of his manner, the way he thinks out loud

about thinking out loud, a manner Ortho Stice can imitate so

eerily that he's been prohibited by the male 18's from doing his
Tavis-impression in front of the younger players, for fear that the

littler kids will find it impossible to take the real Tavis seriously
He and Pemulis keep the wiener-tub stashed under a

at the times he needs to be taken seriously.

discarded Yarmouth sail in the back of the used tow truck they'd

chipped in on with Hal and Jim Struck and another guy who's
since graduated E.T.A. and now plays for Pepperdine, and paid to
have reconditioned and the rusty chain and hook that hung from

the tow truck's back-tilted derrick replaced with a gleamingly
new chain and thick hook -- which get used really only twice a
year, spring and late fall, for brief intervals of short-distance

hauling during the all-weather Lung's dismantling and erection,

And haven't we come a long way
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plus occasionally pulling a paralyzed rear-wheel-drive student or
employee vehicle either back onto or all the way up the E.T.A.
hillside's long 70deg driveway during bad snowstorms -- and the

school colors, with the complex O.N.A.N. heraldic ensign -- a

Hal's face's left side feels queerly inflated, but then when he

whole thing derusted and painted in E.T.A.'s proud red and gray

So hence the sobriquet Lateral Alice Moore.
runs his right hand over it

The only other time this year that Hal was officially
summoned to the Headmaster's waiting room had been in late
August, right before Convocation and during Orientation period,

when Y.D.A.U.'s new kids were coming in and wandering around
clueless and terrified, etc., and Tavis had wanted Hal to take

temporary charge of a nine-year-old kid coming in from
somewhere called Philo IL, who was allegedly blind, the kid, and

apparently had cranium-issues, from having originally been one

snarling full-front eagle with a broom and can of disinfectant in
one claw and a Maple Leaf in the other and wearing a sombrero
and appearing to have about half-eaten a swatch of star-studded
cloth -I'm predicting it right here, young sir Jim.

Grab this racquet and move gracefully and feelingly over

there and kill that widow for me, young sir Jim.
I was your age Jim here

of the infantile natives of Ticonderoga NNY evacuated too late,

and had several eyes in various stages of evolutionary
development in his head but was legally blind, but still an
extremely solid player, which is all kind of a long tale in itself,
given that his skull was apparently the consistency of a

Chesapeake crabshell but the head itself so huge it made Booboo
look microcephalic, and the kid apparently had on-court use of

only one hand because the other had to pull around beside him a
kind of rolling IV-stand appliance with a halo-shaped metal brace

welded to it at head-height, to encircle and support his head; but
anyway Tex Watson and Thorp had broken C.T. down over the

kid's admission and tuition-waver, and C.T. now figured the kid

terminus resist and then give with a crunching pop and splat of
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red that bathes Lucien's teeth and tongue and makes of itself in
YEAR OF THE DEPEND ADULT UNDERGARMENT

the air a spout, and his gargled sounds now sound drowned; and

behind fluttering lids the aphrasiac half-cellular insurgent who
loves only to sweep and dance in a clean pane sees snow on the

From Cambridge's Latinate Inman Square, Michael Pemulis,

nobody's fool at all, rides one necessary bus to Central Square
and then an unnecessary bus to Davis Square and a train back to
Central.

w/o socks, it's such a mild autumn day.
The echoes in the underground Park Pl.
DMZ is sometimes also referred to in some metro Boston
chemical circles as Madame Psychosis,after a popular very-early-

morning cult radio personality on M.I.T.'s student-run radio
station WYYY-109, 'Largest Whole Prime on the FM Band,'

which Mario Incandenza and E.T.A. stats-wienie and Eschaton
game-master Otis P. Lord listen to almost religiously.

, where Hal is sitting in windowlight with the Riverside

Hamlet he told Mario he'd read and help with a conceptual film-

type project based on part of, his uncushioned captain's chair
partly under an old print of a detail from the minor and soft-core

Alexandrian mosaic Consummation of the Levirates,eating an
AminoPal(r) energy-bar and waiting very casually, the phone with

round hills of his native Gaspe, pretty curls of smoke from
chimneys, his mother's linen apron, her kind red face above his

crib, homemade skates and cider-steam, Chic-Choc lakes seen
stretching away from the Cap-Chat hillside they skied down to
Mass, the red face's noises

through the curtains, bug-eyed and corded and webbed in thread,

its antenna already out lying ready on the arm of the chair and
the B.S. 1937 Tilden on Spin and his keys on their neck-chain

to break out the sub-cot weaponry and prepare to bunker for

two folio-size Baron's SAT-prep guides and a spine-shot copy of

to alert Bertraund facially that the shot had signified A.F.R.s and

casual posture.

standing agape in a gritty breeze and Bertraund still at the card

lying on the Lindistarne carpet by his shoe, waiting in a very

encirclement, only to horrifically see the shop's rear service door
table they use for their supper -- used -- with pea soup and

troubling meat-patty still on his ration-tray, sitting, squinting
piratically straight ahead, with a railroad spike in his eye.

, anyhow, perhaps it is sincere, the Gallic shrug and fatigue
of the voice through the leader's mask-hole, as Lucien's leonine
head is tilted back by a hand in his hair and his mouth opened

wide by callused fingers that appear overhead and around the

sides of his head from behind and jack his writhing mouth open
so wide that the tendons in his jaws tear audibly and Lucien's
first sounds are reduced from howls to a natal gargle as the pale
wicked tip of the broom he loves is inserted, the wood piney-

tasting then white tasteless pain as the broom is shoved in and
abruptly down by the big and collared A.F.R., thrust farther in

rhythmically in strokes that accompany each syllable in the
wearily repeated 'In-U-Tile' of the technical interviewer, down

into Lucien's wide throat and lower, small natal cries escaping
around the brown-glazed shaft, the strangled impeded sounds of

absolute aphonia, the landed-fish gasps that accompany
speechlessness in a dream, the cleric-collared A.F.R. driving the

broom home now to half its length, up on his stumps to get
downward leverage as the fibers that protect the esophagal
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your left leg feels like a log.

He has a chair and an ashtray up there.
Coyle tells Hal between the lobs they send up

Here is how to carry a tennis ball around in your stick-hand,

squeezing it over and over for long stretches of time -- in class, on

the phone, in lab, in front of the TP, a wet ball for the shower,
ideally squeezing it at all times except during meals.

See the Academy dining hall, where tennis balls sit beside
every plate.

but nobody's ever personally been up in there.

but They, Them, Les Assassins des Fauteuils Rollents,

A.F.R.s, the ones who come always in the twilight, implacably
squeaking, and cannot be reasoned with or bargained with, feel
no pity or remorse, or fear (except a rumored fear of steep hills),

Here is how to do extra individual drills before the

and now they're all in here all over the shoproom like faceless

thousandth ball hit just out of reach by Himself, with his

beyond view of the shop's mirrored peripheries, regally serene;

but smiles on to great and greater demonstrations of effort, so

webbed Colt in the other, tries to cover his little-stepped flight

there is little inside to vomit and the spasms pass quickly and an

length planar door-mirror, spraying anodized glass and replacing

Academy's A.M. drills, before breakfast, so that after the

mammoth wingspan and ghastly calves, urging you with nothing
that after you've gotten your third and final wind and must vomit,
east breeze blows cooler past you

Memorize your monthly rankings, and forget them.

rats, the devil's own hamsters, moving with placid squeaks just
and Lucien, with the big broom in one hand and the thread-

with a thunderous shot that goes high and shatters an angled fullthe reflection of a blanket-lapped A.F.R. wearing a plastic fleur-

de-lis-with-sword-stem mask on his face with a jagged stelliform
hole, with glittered shards and glass-dust in the air all over the

place and the unperturbable squeaks -- 'squeak squeak squeak
squeak,' it is awful -- sounding right through clatter and tinkle

and frantic hobnailed bootfalls, and through the flying glass,
aiming every which way behind him, Lucien bursts almost falling
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On a White Flag Group Commitment to the Tough Shit
and then like erect an understanding, but Don Gately

complains that this has not been his experience thus far.

There was no smoking in the car: Ferocious Francis had a
little oxygen tank he had to carry around and a little thin paleblue plastic-like tube thing that lay under his nose and was taped
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I've been a reasonably successful personal-injury attorney for

sixteen years, and except for that one ridiculous so-called seizure
at the Bar Association dinner this spring and
, I mean Pat the girl's body is literally parallel to the surface

of the table, hurling herself at me, with this upraised fork,
shrieking something about the sound of peanut butter.

there and sent oxygen up his nose.

Isn't it all about wanting to

His mom's special couch for TV was nubbly red chintz, and

We were smoking up all our cash

when she shifted from seated upright to lying on her side with

He'd keep saying shit like, with all these t-h's, he'd go Tho

her arm between her head and the little protective doily on the

couch's armrest and the glass held tilting on the little space her
breasts left at the cushion's edge

also lying there keeled over and blue, wherever she's not mud-
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colored, from the mask,
M.I.T. students tend to carry their own special psychic scars:

nerd, geek, dweeb, wonk, fag, wienie, four-eyes, spazola, limpdick, needle-dick, dickless, dick-nose, pencil-neck; getting your

violin or laptop TP or entomologist's kill-jar broken over your
large head by thick-necked kids on the playground -- and the
show pulls down solid FM ratings, though a lot of that's due to

reverse-inertia, a Newton's-II-like backward shove from the
rabidly popular Madame Psychosis Hour, M-F 0000h.-0100h.,
which it precedes.

She's mostly alone in there when she's on-air.
The suppuratively lesioned.
The ones it says here the ones
The addict from New Bedford picked up the aminating

needle a couple weeks after that anyway and was discovered by a

night staffer simultaneously playing air-guitar and polishing the
lids of all the donated canned goods in the House pantry way
after lights out, stark naked and sheened with meth-sweat, and

after the formality of a Urine she was given the old administrative
boot -- over a quarter of incoming Ennet House residents get

discharged for a dirty Urine within their first thirty days, and it's
the same at all other Boston halfway houses -- and the girl ended

East House, the structure nearest the front gate, for some sort of

up back in New Bedford, and then within like three hours of
old default warrant and sent to Framingham Women's for a 1-to-

spoken of what he got to sit in on, not even at night to Hal when

hitting the streets got picked up by New Bedford's Finest on an

psycho-existential CPR-session or something -- Mario has never
Hal's trying to go to sleep.

Next to Clipperton, the most historically ghastly instance of
this syndrome involved a kid from Fresno, in Central CA, also an

unaffiliated kid (his dad, an architect or draftsman or something,
functioned as his coach; his dad had played for UC-Davis or Irvine or one of those; all the E.T.A. staff really emphasize is that

2 bit, and got found one morning in her bunk with a kitchen-

rigged shiv protruding from her privates and another in her neck

and a thoroughly eliminated personal map, and Gately's
individual counselor Gene M. brought Gately the news and
invited him to see the methedrine addict's demise as a clear case
of There

again here was a kid w/o academy-support and -perspective), who,
after upsetting two top seeds and winning the Pacific Coast

Hardcourt Boys 18's and getting toasted wildly at the post-

tourney ceremony and ball and carried off on the shoulders of his
dad and Fresno teammates, came home late that night and drank
a big glass of Nestle's Quik laced with the sodium cyanide his
Dad kept around for ink for drafting, drinks cyanitic Quik in his

family's home's redecorated kitchen, and keels over dead, bluefaced and still with a ghastly mouthful of lethal Quik, and

apparently his dad hears the thump of the kid keeling over and
rushes into the kitchen in his bathrobe and leather slippers and

tries to give the kid mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, and but gets
the odd bit of NaCN-laced Quik in his own mouth, from the kid,

and also keels over and turns bright blue, and dies, and then the
mom rushes in in a mud-mask and fluffy slippers and sees them
both lying there bright blue and stiffening, and she tries giving
the architect dad mouth-to-mouth and is of course in short order
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The bar crashes to the rubber floor, making Pemulis wince.

Marathe sniffed. '

Michael Pemulis has this habit of looking first to one side

Marathe sniffed so deeply that it became a sigh.

and then over to the other before he says anything.
Axford gives Hal a narrow look.

Teddy Schacht play a private exhibition against a Syrian
Satellite-pro who's at E.T.A. for two paid weeks of corrective
instruction on a service-motion that's eroding his rotator cuff --

Marathe sniffed again and said:

'
Mario speaking first to Lateral Alice Moore and then to this

the guy wears thick glasses with a black athletic band around his

prorector Cantrell and then to the Headmaster himself as

is dispatching Ted Schacht handily, which Schacht is taking with

racquet-heads that serve as spikes at the top of the portcullis and

learning what he can, one of very few genuinely stocky players at

even the hard-boiled attendant told some of the people back at

without an apparent ego, wholly noninsecure since he blew out

given him sobriety's worst fantods, so far; and J. O. Incandenza

three years back, which is odd, now still in and at it for just the

vehement objections when it's established that Clipperton wants

existence in 128-256 Alphabetville -- as Pemulis and Hal stand

himself -- of whom I think we can presume Mario's spoken

the sweat in their hair starting to accrete and freeze, Mario's head

strictly sober, is lucid, and has a very low melting-point of

arachnodactylic fingers whitening as the fence takes his forward

goes the portcullis, and the Clipperton and the two Incandenzas

head and plays with an upright square-jawed liquid precision and

his customary sanguine good temper, giving his stolid all,
E.T.A. and one of the even fewer ranked junior players around
his knee on a contre-pied in the pre-Thanksgiving exhibition
fun -- and more or less doomed, therefore, to a purgatorial
there sweaty in full redand-gray E.T.A. sweats on a raw 11/5 P.M.,
bowed under the weight of the head-mount rig and his hideously
weight, Hal's posture subtly but warmly inclined ever so slightly

Clipperton stares wordlessly up at the little wrought-iron
fencing around E.T.A., his expression so blackly haunted that
the halfway place later that the spectral trench-coated figure had
finally lets Clipperton in over Cantrell's and then Schtitt's
only a few private minutes to obtain the counsel of Incandenza Sr.
glowingly to Clipperton -- and Incandenza, while not quite
compassion for traumas connected with early success; and so up
go at high noon up to an unused top-floor room in Subdorm C of

special new InterLace-designed R.I.S.C. 166 -grade High-Def-

toward his tiny older brother, who resembles him the way
resemble one another -- as they stand watching and hashing

(recognizably renamed by Veals's boys in Recognition 'Teleputers'

creatures of the same Order but not the same Family might

screen PCs with mimetic-resolution cartridge-view motherboards
or 'TPs'), into fiber-only modems, and, of course, into extremely

high-quality entertainments that viewers would freely desire to
choose even more.

matters out, Hal and Pemulis

Quebec's notoriously hapless Jr. Davis and Jr. Wightman Cup
squads, 74 invited down under very quiet lowprofile political

conditions via the good expatriate offices of Avril Incandenza to
get vivisected by Wayne and Hal et al for the philanthropic
amusement of E.T.A. patrons and alums, then to dance the P.M.

away at a catered supper and Alumni Ball -- the weekend right
before Thanksgiving week and the WhataBurger Invitational in
sunny AZ, because this year in addition to Friday 11/20 they also

get Saturday 11/21 off, as in from both class and practice, because
C.T. and Schtitt have arranged a special one-match doubles
exhibition for the Saturday A.M.

Foreign Menace of any real unified potency to hate and fear, and
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the U.S. sort of turned on itself and its own philosophical fatigue
She likes the wet walk for this, everything milky and halated

through her veil's damp linen, the brick sidewalks of Charles St.
unchipped and impersonally crowded, her legs on autopilot, she a
perceptual engine, holding the collar of her overcoat closed at her

poncho's neckline in a way that lets her hold the veil secure

and hideous redolent wastes with a spasm of panicked rage that
in retrospect seems possible only in a time of geopolitical

supremacy and consequent silence, the loss of any external
Menace to hate and fear.

To unite in opposition to.

against her face with a finger on her chin, thinking always about

They dicky the lock and go in one by one, in towels.

what she has in her purse, stopping in at a discount tobacco-nist

He confesses it to Lyle: he wants the hype; he wants it.

and buying a quality cigar in a glass tube and then a block later
placing the cigar inside carefully in among the overflowing waste
atop a corner receptacle of pine-green mesh, but keeps the tube,
puts the glass tube in her purse, can hear the rain's thup on tight

umbrellas and hear it hiss in the street, and can see droplets
broken and regathering on her polyresin coat, cars sheening by
with the special lonely sound of cars in rain, wipers making black
rainbows on taxis' shining windshields.
It looks like a dent in dough.

And as InterLace's eventual outright purchase of the
Networks' production talent and facilities, of two major home-

computer conglomerates, of the cutting-edge Froxx 2100 CDROM licenses of Aapps Inc., of RCA's D.S.S. orbiters and
hardware-patents, and of the digital-compatible patents to the
still-needing-to-come-down-in-price-a-little

technology

of

HDTV's visually enhanced color monitor with microprocessed
circuitry and more lines of optical resolution -- as these
acquisitions

allowed

Noreen

Lace-Forche's

cartridge-

, she tries to, her clogs loose and clocking, tarrying for just a

dissemination network to achieve vertical integration and

extended hands' reach of the last bored dealer; for here on the

went down markedly; 165 and then the further increased revenues

live salesman of any sort but rather a humanoid figure of

plowed presciently back into more fiber-optic-InterGrid-cable-

vendors who don't seem even to look, a display on an angled rear-

InterNet'd started with, into extremely attractive rebate-offers on

moment at the end, just past the gauntlet's end, still within two
street outside Schwartz is placed an odd adverting display, not a

something that's better than cardboard, untouched by the

economies of scale, viewers' pulse-reception- and cartridge-fees
from consequent increases in order- and rental-volume were
laying, into outright purchase of three of the five Baby Bells
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The facial stills that Mario lap-dissolves between are of

Johnny Gentle, Famous Crooner, founding standard-bearer of the
seminal new 'Clean U.S. Party,' the strange-seeming but
politically prescient annular agnation of ultra-right jingoist hunt-

deer-with-automatic-weapons types and far-left macrobiotic
Save-the-Ozone,

-Rain-Forests,

-Whales,

-Spotted-Owl-and-

High-pH-Waterways ponytailed granola-crunchers, a surreal
union of both Rush L.- and Hillary R.C.-disillusioned fringes that
drew mainstream-media guffaws at their first Convention (held in

sterile venue), the seemingly LaRoucheishly marginal party whose
first platform's plank had been Let's Shoot Our Wastes Into
Space, 150 C.U.S.P. a kind of post-Perot national joke for three
years, until -- white-gloved finger on the pulse of an increasingly

asthmatic and sunscreen-slathered and pissed-off American
electorate -- the C.U.S.P. suddenly swept to quadrennial victory in

an angry reactionary voter-spasm that made the U.W.S.A. and

mount stand like a photo-frame's stand, 2-D, the figure a man in

a wheelchair, in a coat and tie, his lap blanketed and no legs
below, his well-fed face artistically reddened with some terrible

joy, his smile's arc of the extreme curvature that exists between
mirth and fury, his ecstasy terrible to see, his head hairless and
plastic and cast back, his eyes on the blue harlequin-patches of

the post-storm sky, looking straight up, or having a seizure, or
ecstatic, his arms also up and out in a gesture of submission or

triumph or thanks, his oddly thick right hand the receptacle for
the black spine of the case of some new film cartridge being

advertised for distribution, the cartridge stuck like a tongue out
of a slot in his (lineless) palm; except there is only this display,
this ecstatic figure and a cartridge no feral vendor's removed, no

mention of title, no blurbs or quoted references to critics'
thumbs, the case's spine itself bare black slightly pebbled generic
plastic, conspicuously unlabelled.

for a while she liked to get really high and clean.
and now he'd like to tell you about it.'

LaRouchers and Libertarians chew their hands in envy as the

Dems and G.O.P.s stood on either side watching dumbly, like
doubles partners who each think the other's surely got it, the two
established

mainstream

parties

split

open

along

tired

philosophical lines in a dark time when all landfills got full and

all grapes were raisins and sometimes in some places the falling
rain clunked instead of splatted, and also, recall, a post-Soviet
and -Jihad era when -- somehow even worse -- there was no real

but the mother says how she finally broke down, emotionally
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and olfactorily, from the overwhelming evidence, on the cement
There went another one.
I've totally exhausted the left foot finally and am switching to

the right foot.

Some club of leg-dysfunctional people all obsessed in that
shy-fan-like way with one of the first North American sports
figures people think of in connection with the word leg?'

playground outside her own late mother's abandoned Project
building off the L Street Beach in Southie, and a D.S.S. field team

closed in for the pinch, and she and her infant got pinched, and
special D.S.S. spray-solvents had to be sent for and utilized in

order to detach the Woolworth baby-blanket from her maternal
bosom, and the blanket's contents were more or less reassembled
and were interred in a D.S.S. coffin the speaker recalls as being

the size of a Mary Kay makeup case, and the speaker was
medically informed by somebody with a clipboard from D.S.S.

The living-room or like den area contained some or all of the
following: a black velvet painting featuring an animal; a
videophonic diorama on some sort of knickknack shelf; a
needlepoint sampler with some kind of frothy biblical saw on it;

at least one piece of chintz furniture with protective doi-lies on
the arms; a Smoke-B-Gone air-filtration ashtray; the last couple
years' Reader's Digests neatly displayed in their own special
inclined magazine rack.'

that the infant had been involuntarily toxified to death
somewhere along in its development toward becoming a boy; and

the mother, after a painful D&C for the impacted placenta she'd
carried inside, then spent the next four months on the locked
ward of Metropolitan State Hospital in Waltham MA, psychotic

with Denial-deferred guilt and cocaine-withdrawal and searing
self-hatred; and how when she finally got discharged from Met

State with her first S.S.I. mental-disability check she found she

had no taste for chunks or powders, she wanted only tall smooth
bottles whose labels spoke of Proof, and she drank and drank and

I haven't even started on the right foot yet.

believed in her heart

the ultimate Boston AA compliment: they

have to

consciously try to remember even to blink as they watch her,
listening.
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He (Marathe) had drawn his plaid blanket up to his chest.
she'd been unable to tear herself away from the 'base-pipe to
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I don't believe I was speaking to you in any way shape or

form.'

go to the free clinic to deliver, and how she'd sat on the floor of

the welfare-hotel room and freebased her way all through labor

Everybody was tired in a good way.

(that new Joelle girl's veil's billowing in and out with her breath

, Gately sees, just like it also was during the last speaker's

eyes and a moussed tower of hair and about fell back over

compulsively loading up the glass pipe and smoking; and how the

got a look at the size of Orin's left arm, and then at Orin's Moms

delivered of a stillborn infant right there alone on her side like a

Then at the four-way meeting Tavis arranged, the old B.U.

description of the statue's orgasm in the catatonic's dysfunctional

Catholic mother's devotional photo); and how she'd finally
cow on the rug of her room, all the time throughout still
infant emerged all dry and hard like a constipated turdlet, with

coach showed up in L.L. Bean chinos and a Lacoste polo shirt and

in a tight black skirt and levantine jacket with kohl around her
sideways the other way.

no protective moisture and no afterbirth-material following it

out, and how the emerged infant was tiny and dry and all
withered and the color of strong tea, and dead, and also had no
face, had in utero developed no eyes or nostrils and just a little

lipless hyphen of a mouth, and its limbs were malformed and

arachnodactylic, and there had been some sort of translucent
reptilian like webbing between its mucronate digits; the speaker's
mouth is a quivering arch of woe; her baby had been poisoned

before it could grow a face or make any personal choices, it would

have soon died of Substance-Withdrawal in the free clinic's Pyrex
incubator if it had emerged alive anyway

though surely not for Tavis's assuming more and more total

control of the E.T.A. helm as J. O. Incandenza spent increasingly
long hiati either off with Mario on shoots or editing in his room
off the tunnel or in alcohol-rehabilitative facilities (13 of them

over those final three years; Tavis has the Blue Cross statements
right here), and even more surely not for the final felo de se
anyone with any kind of denial-free sensitivity could have

predicted for the past 31/2 years; but, C.T. opined on 4 July
Y.D.P.A.H. after Orin, who now had plenty of free summer time,
declined his fifth straight invitation back to Enfield and

Joelle van Dyne way more than status or hang-time.

Gately this morning, just after required A.M. meditation,

Gately was telling the tatt-obsessed little new lawyer guy Ewell,

with the hypertensive flush and little white beard, telling him
how he, Gately, had perked up considerably at 30 days clean when

he found he could raise his big mitt in Beginner Meetings and say

publicly just how much he hates this limp AA drivel about
gratitude and humility and miracles and how he hates it and
thinks it's horseshit and hates the AAs and how they all seem like

limp smug moronic self-satisfied shit-eating pricks with their
lobotomized smiles and goopy sentiment and how he wishes

them all violent technicolor harm in the worst way, new Gately
sitting there spraying vitriol, wet-lipped and red-eared, trying to
get kicked out, purposely trying to outrage the AAs into giving
him the boot
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The speakers at one certain Group's weekly speaker meeting

Poor Tony Krause had a seizure on the T.

are always from some other certain Boston AA Group.
Giving It Away is a cardinal Boston AA principle.

Though of the alcoholics and drug addicts who compose over
70% of a given year's suicides, some try to go out with a last great

garish Balaclavan gesture: one longtime member of the White
Flag Group is a prognathous lady named Louise B. who tried to

take a map-eliminating dive off the old Hancock Building
downtown in B.S. '81 but got caught in the gust of a rising
thermal only six flights off the roof and got blown cartwheeling

back up and in through the smoked-glass window of an arbitrage
firm's suite on the thirty-fourth floor, ending up sprawled prone

on a high-gloss conference table with only lacerations and a

compound of the collarbone and an experience of willed self-

With each step further into the black corridor of actual

Withdrawal, Poor Tony Krause stamped his foot and simply
refused to believe things could feel any worse.
Poor Tony Krause sat on the insulated toilet in the

domesticated stall all day and night, alternately swilling and
gushing.
After more time time then ceased to move or be moved or be

move-throughable and assumed a shape above and apart, a huge,
musty-feathered, orange-eyed wingless fowl hunched incontinent
atop the stall, with a kind of watchful but deeply uncaring
personality that didn't seem keen on Poor Tony Krause as a
person at all, or to wish him well.

from the original heroin, yielding a set of sensations for which

ignored and avoided, though her AA story, being just like

Poor Tony Krause began to Withdraw from the cough syrup's

annihilation and external intervention that has left her rabidly

Christian -- rabidly, as in foam -- so that she's comparatively
everybody else's but more spectacular, has become metro Boston
AA myth.
Gately says he defies the new Ennet House residents to try

and shock the smiles off these Boston AAs' faces.

alcohol and codeine and demethylated morphine, now, as well as
not even his recent experience had prepared him (the alcohol-

Withdrawal especially); and when the true D.T.-type big-budget
visuals commenced, when the first glossy and minutely hirsute
army-ant crawled up his arm and refused ghost-like to be brushed
away or hammered dead, Poor Tony threw his hygienic pride into
time's porcelain maw and pulled up his slacks -- mortifyingly

wrinkled from 10+ days puddled around his ankles -- made what

Pemulis orders Chu not to distract Otis Lord from the

slight cosmetic repairs he could, donned his tacky hat with

incredibly potent and lethal ground Lord's letting Ingersoll lead

Scotch-taped scarf of paper towels, and lit out in last-ditch

them onto.

desperation for Cambridge's Inman Square, for the sinister and
duplicitous Antitoi brothers, their Glass-Entertainment-'NNotions-fronted operations center he'd long ago vowed never
again to darken the door of and but now figured to be his place of

very last resort, the Antitois, Canadians of the Quebec subgenus,
sinister and duplicitous but when it came down to it

It's clear Lord won't make it.
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The vademecumish rulebook that Pemulis in Y.P.W. got Hal

Incandenza to write -- with appendices and sample c:\Pink2\
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But the only really challenging prorected class ever for Hal

Incandenza is turning out to be Mlle.

Mathpak\EndStat-path Decision-Tree diagrams and an offset of
the most accessible essay Pemulis could find on applied game
theory -- is about as long and interesting as J. Bunyan's

stupefying Pilgrim's Progress from This World to That Which Is
to Come, and a pretty tough nut to compress into anything lively

(although every year a dozen more E.T.A. kids memorize the thing
at such a fanatical depth that they sometimes report reciting

mumbled passages under light dental or cosmetic anesthesia,
years later).
Uninitiated adults who might be parked in a nearby mint-

One eyelid hung lower than the other over his open eyes -good and gently brown eyes, if a bit large and protrusive to

qualify as conventionally human eyes -- the one lid hung like an
ill-tempered windowshade, and his older brother Orin had
sometimes tried to give the recalcitrant lid that smart type of

downward snap that can unstick a dicky shade, but had
succeeded only in gradually loosening the lid from its sutures, so

that it eventually had to be refashioned and reattached in yet

another blepharoplasty-procedure, because it was in fact not
Mario's real eyelid -- that had been sacrificed when the fist stuck

nativity -- but an extremely advanced blepharoprosthesis of

four easternmost tennis courts and see an atavistic global-

to his face like a tongue to cold metal had been peeled away, at

green advertorial Ford sedan or might stroll casually past E.T.A.'s

out into space well beyond the reach of his other lid's lashes and

and so this might naturally expect to see fuzzless green warheads

dermal fibropolymer studded with horsehair lashes that curved

nuclear-conflict game played by tanned and energetic little kids

squint.

November air -- these adults would more likely find an actual

together with the lazy lid-action itself gave even Mario's most

getting whacked indiscriminately skyward all over the place as
everybody gets blackly drunk with thanatoptic fury in the crisp

neutral expression the character of an oddly friendly pirate's

game of Eschaton strangely subdued, almost narcotized-looking.
Pemulis yells at Penn, whose lower lip is out and quivering.

some parts of the crew sometimes almost blinding, sunbursts
of angled mirrors and Marino lamps and key-light kliegs, Mario
getting a thorough technical grounding in a cinematic craft he
never even imagined being able to pursue on his own until Xmas

of the Year of the Trial-Size Dove Bar, when a gaily wrapped

package forwarded from the offices of Incandenza's attorney
revealed that Himself had designed and built and legally willed
(in a codicil) to be gaily wrapped and forwarded for Mario's

thirteenth Xmas a trusty old Bolex H64 Rex 5 116 tri-lensed

camera bolted to an oversized old leather aviator's helmet and
supported by struts whose ends were the inverted tops of

training-room crutches and curved nicely over Mario's shoulders,
so the Bolex H64 required no digital prehensility because it fit
over Mario's oversized face 117 like a tri-plated scuba mask and

was controlled by a sewing-machine-adapted foot treadle, and

but even then it took some serious getting used to, and Mario's
earliest pieces of digital juvenilia are marred/enhanced by this
palsied, pointing-every-

And his younger and way more externally impressive brother
Hal almost idealizes Mario, secretly.
Withered saurian homodontic 119 Mario floats, for Hal.
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Us, we will force nothing on U.S.A. persons in their warm

homes.

no one tells your precious individual U.S.A.
but if he cries out Freedom! and allows his child to choose
only what is sweet, eating only candy, not pea soup and bread and

eggs, so his child becomes weak and sick: is the rich man who
cries Freedom!
Marathe could believe he could hear some young U.S.A.

voices shouting and laughing in a young gathering somewhere
out on the desert floor below, but saw no headlights or young
persons.

Human beings are not children.'

